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Kathleen Munn. Faintly fragrant still, 2021, 46 x 46cm, acrylic on canvas. Image courtesy artist.
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WELCOME
Welcome to the 2022 Program for
the Port Noarlunga Arts Precinct.
Art is truly at the heart of Port Noarlunga and
I’m excited to bring you this year’s program. Jam
packed with exhibitions, performances and artist
in residence projects, there really is something for
everyone.
Port Noarlunga is a special place. The village vibe
combined with the connection to the stunning
coast and the Onkaparinga River provide
inspiration for artistic expression. Visitors and
locals alike flock to Port Noarlunga to soak up the
relaxed seaside atmosphere and be immersed in
the eclectic arts scene.
The Arts Centre, in the mainstreet of Port
Noarlunga, will be hosting a huge range of
performances and exhibitions this year including
matinee shows and evening performances. To kick
the year off, local artists Michelle and James Byrne
will be presenting their show, Songs of Earth and
Heart at the Arts Centre. Another highlight will
be local band, The Mac, performing the songs of
Fleetwoood Mac.
Exhibitions at the Arts Centre will include sculpture,
ceramics, painting, photography, textiles and
jewellery, by artists of all abilities. The popular
Beanies to Berets exhibition and Textile Market will
return this year and local artists will continue to be
featured in the Art Shop.

Over at Sauerbier House, local and visiting artists
will utilise the galleries, studio and grounds as
a platform for creative expression. Artists will
explore the location though a range of generative
approaches including print, sound, performance,
puppetry, moving image, paint, drawing,
installation, assemblage, open studio sessions,
curatorship and contemporary crafting.
Sauerbier House is a beautiful colonial villa built
in 1898 by George Sauerbier which has been
transformed into a place for developing, sharing
and promoting arts practices. Located near
the banks of the Onkaparinga River, Sauerbier
House offers a unique opportunity for the wider
community to interact with and learn from resident
and exhibiting creatives.
This year’s program really does showcase the
depth of artists in our city, and I warmly welcome
you to visit and enjoy beautiful Port Noarlunga.
Erin Thompson
Mayor
City of Onkaparinga
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SAUERBIER HOUSE culture exchange
Sauerbier House is a City of Onkaparinga arts
initiative which operates as both a creative space
and a cultural destination.
Situated close to the banks of the Onkaparinga
River/Ngangkiparinga (Women’s River – Kaurna),
the colonial villa (c.1898) is a state heritage
community asset. Opened to the public in 2015,
Sauerbier House is a centre that promotes
artistic and cultural exchange whilst retaining
its connection to the rich history of the coastal
location.
Designed to support contemporary arts practice,
the house sustains an interactive studio-based
artist in residence program alongside a vibrant
exhibition schedule - [GRAFTd]. Local and visiting
professional artists at all stages of their career
utilise these supported opportunities to develop
site responsive projects and exhibit contemporary
artworks previously unseen in our city before.
As a gallery space, Sauerbier House publicly
presents a diverse and rolling calendar of
accessible exhibitions and launch events across the
year, offering visitors the opportunity to experience
a myriad of contemporary creative processes.

Community engagement is a key element of our
programming with both resident and exhibiting
artists engaged for their willingness and availability
to connect with the general public. Interactions
with locals and visitors are fostered and creative
relationships developed through regular openstudio sessions, artist’s talks, gallery tours
and interactive workshops. These unique and
sometimes spontaneous offerings provide visitors
and arranged groups with a rare glimpse into the
practice and process of a working artist.
The following pages reflect a broad overview
of the projects selected for 2022. For more
information on events and interactive opportunities
across the year please visit onkaparingacity.com/
sauerbierhouse and follow us on socials.
The grounds and amenities of Sauerbier House
are available to hire. The central and picturesque
location is most suitable for bespoke events,
weddings, boutique festivals and private events.
Technical support and gallery access are available
on application.

As a residency space, two working artist studios
accommodate the development of up to eight,
investigative projects, through which the wider
community can regularly become involved or
contribute.

21 Wearing Street, Port Noarlunga | 8186 1393 | onkaparingacity.com/sauerbierhouse
Wed to Fri 10am–4pm | Sat 1pm–4pm

SAUERBIER HOUSE | ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE
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Untitled, 2020, drypoint
on Dutch etching paper.
Image courtesy artist.

Victoria Paterson
ALWAYS ALREADY
Residency dates: 4 January – 27 March
Exhibition dates: 26 March – 30 April
Always Already will examine relationships between natural pattern
formation and textile structures, digital and analogue processes and
personal and collective memories. This body of work will abstract
and reinterpret found imagery and photography connected to the
Onkaparinga region.
As a skilled printer Victoria will present a drypoint workshop where
participants will be taken through the complete intaglio printmaking
method. Dates to be confirmed, keep an eye on our socials for
more details.
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Therese
, Williams. Caspian Tern, 2021, charcoal on paper, 57 X 75 cm. Image courtesy artist.

Therese and Christopher Williams
WETLANDERS
Residency dates: 4 January – 27 March
Exhibition dates: 26 March – 30 April
Exploring the Onkaparinga wetlands habitat.
[Ngangkiparri] where freshwater meets saltwater.
Drawn to the movement of aquatic birds - the divers and the waders - that swim, fly,
hunt and gather above and below the water’s surface, collaborative duo Christopher
and Therese Williams seek to collectively capture their water borne experiences and the
movement of birds. Using sound, video and traditional field sketching as creative tools,
the artists will work towards creating an exhibition filled with soundscape compositions,
stop-motion animation and drawings.
Join Therese for an engaging workshop exploring ways of drawing birds from the
Onkaparinga Wetlands. Dates to be confirmed, keep an eye on our socials for more details.

SAUERBIER HOUSE | ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE

Poster based on A short view of a vast landscape over time (2019), 2021. Image courtesy artist.

Joe Felber
ILLUMINATION
Residency dates: 29 March – 27 June
Exhibition dates: 25 June – 30 July
As an artist and educator Joe Felber would
like to consider his residency as a collective
of gathered thoughts and invites the
public to freely participate with his studio
investigations. Across the three months
he offers an inclusive space to creatively
reflect on the global environment and the
state of change. By asking ‘What is the

most important object you would save from
a fire or tsunami (natural disaster)?’, Felber
hopes that through considering the act of
saving something special, the community
as co-collaborators, are able to elevate
consciousness whilst representing their own
hopes to change the world.
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Kaspar Schmidt Mumm
PUBLIC PAPER PUPPET PERFORMANCE
Residency dates: 29 March – 27 June
Exhibition dates: 25 June – 30 July
Kaspar Schmidt Mumm’s residency explores largescale puppet construction using recycled materials.
With repurposed steel frames, papier-mâché,
wood, foam and fabric, he will construct, practice,
characterise and animate a large kinetic sculpture.
Through interactions with the public, the puppet
will collect and retell local stories by reacting to
visitors. All of these activities will amount to a
narrative structure and short performance on the
opening launch of the exhibition.
Join Kaspar to experience the art of papermaking,
make handmade sheets of paper and help to
construct large papier-mâché puppets for a public
performance. Dates to be confirmed, keep an eye
on our socials for more details.
Rockamora, 2020, recycled upholstered foam on steel frame.
Image courtesy artist.

SAUERBIER HOUSE | ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE
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Sketch at Second Valley,
2021, photograph in
situ, dimensions variable.
Image courtesy artist.

Lucy Turnbull
A LIFE WITHOUT TIES
Residency dates: 28 June – 26 September
Exhibition dates: 24 September – 29 October
Using the process of drawing, local artist Lucy Turnbull is interested
in capturing a battered old-worldly coastline, engulfed in vast
swathes of windswept landscape, listening to echoes of conversation
between the hard body of land and soft tips of the sea, travelling
with a lover through rocky roads and winding days ahead.
Join Lucy for a walk around Sauerbier House and record your
experience of the landscape through drawing. Dates to be
confirmed, keep an eye on our socials for more details.
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Curl, 2021, digital image, dimensions variable. Image courtesy artist.

Callum Docherty
IN PLACE
Residency dates: 28 June – 26 September
Exhibition dates: 24 September – 29 October
As a multidisciplinary artist Docherty aims to build upon his current
arts practice by utilising a range of approaches including collage,
drawing, photography, and installation to investigate and document
the local area. With a focus on community participation, across
the three months the artist invites the wider public to explore the art
of assemblage and site-responsive exhibitable outcomes through
collaborative collecting of locally sourced found objects and materials.

SAUERBIER HOUSE | ARTISTS IN RESIDENCE

Weaving practice, 2021, documentary photo. Image courtesy artist.

Jessie Lumb
FOR THE FIRST TIME
Residency dates: 27 September – 23 December
Exhibition dates: 10 December – 28 January 2023
When was the last time you tried something for the first time?
This residency explores the idea of becoming a beginner within the
context of one’s own artistic practice. Via online workshops, learn
to try kits, YouTube videos, books borrowed from the library and
classes with local community groups, Jessie will take up as many
new and creative skills as she can in an attempt to express the joy
that can be found in allowing ourselves to start again.  
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Alan Cook
RE-SOUNDING NGANGKIPARRI:
REVERBERATIONS OF COMPLEX
BIOGRAPHIES
Residency dates:
27 September – 23 December
Exhibition dates:
10 December – 28 January 2023
The Re-Sounding Ngangkiparri project lies
somewhere between producing a documentary
and creating fiction by using acoustic ecology
and electronic music to allow the local landscape
to narrate itself. Recording the chaos of human
activity interwoven with natural sounds at sites
along the river, Cook aims to capture daily life
in its reality and the acoustic suffocation of the
Onkaparinga Estuary.
Think of environmental and synthesized sound,
fragments of voice and atmosphere, drones,
electronic murmurs and hums all blending and
reverberating all from within the brutalised
Ngangkiparri soundscape.

Sentinel, 2021, digital photograph. Image courtesy artist

SAUERBIER HOUSE | [GRAFTd] EXHIBITIONS
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Untitled (work in
progress), 2021,
collage, dimensions
variable. Image
courtesy of artist.

Inneke Taal
SITE INTERRUPTED
Exhibition dates: 5 February – 19 March
By conceiving architectural structures and language as fluid and
embodied, Taal promotes constant change or flux as inherent in the
experience of site and self. Infusing Sauerbier House with remnants,
Taal interrupts the narrative to offer up a poetic renewal of site as a
reflection upon impermanence. Materially navigating these concepts,
she deeply considers the very basis of ‘heritage’. Site Interrupted is the
result of a five-week studio residency undertaken by the multi-media
artist in late 2021.
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J Boros. Untitled, 2021,
aprons, dimensions
variable. Image courtesy
artist.

Maureen Neville and Julia Boros
CONNECTED THREADS
Exhibition dates: 7 May – 18 June
Celebrating the past and present through personal
storytelling, Connected Threads seeks to share the collective
experiences of the extended Onkaparinga community by focusing
on the fashion, form and function of the ever-present apron.

SAUERBIER HOUSE | [GRAFTd] EXHIBITIONS
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Kylie Blackley & Jordan Wood.
Kathleen, 2021, ink drawing
on paper, digital print on silk,
30 x 20cm. Image courtesy artists.

Jordan Wood and Kylie Blackely
WILL O’ THE WISP
Exhibition dates: 7 May – 18 June
Visiting artists Jordan Wood and Kylie Blackley have a meandering
and inquisitive response to the many holes in the records of Kathleen
Sauerbier’s diverse practice; her travel, gardens, fabric and jewellery
design, prints and paintings. Friend of Sauerbier and fellow artist John
Dowie recollects; “Kath (was) one of those who pursue a ‘will o’ the
wisp’, one to follow a mysterious light”. This exhibition takes a similar
route, dedicated to the gaps and avant attitude of an enigmatic muse.
A practical workshop focussed on using collage and mono-printing
techniques will be offered during the exhibition. Dates to be confirmed,
keep an eye on our socials for more details.
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Christina Lauren
IN FLUX
Exhibition dates:
6 August – 17 September
Transitional states and the fluidity of being to be human is to constantly be in flux. The
human experience, in its originality, ebbs and
flows according to the randomness of life.
Challenges rise and fall similarly to the tide,
the sun, the moon. In a modern life increasingly
removed from natural patterns, is this still the
case?
Emerging curator and artist Christina Lauren is
the recipient of the 2021 City of Onkaparinga
Contemporary Curator Award, awarded in
partnership with the South Australian Living Artist
Festival.

Mali Isabel. Transparent, 2021, dye, acrylic paint, cotton,
150 x 200cm. Image Braidee Lee Imagery.

SAUERBIER HOUSE | [GRAFTd] EXHIBITIONS
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Faintly fragrant still, 2021,
46 x 46cm, acrylic on
canvas. Image courtesy artist.

Kathleen Munn
TEMPUS FUGIT
Exhibition dates: 5 November – 3 December
‘It flees meanwhile, irretrievable time’.
Local artist Kathleen Munn uses the floral imagery of 16th-17th
century ‘Vanitas’ paintings to insulate the viewer against the primary
message of her work, that of impermanence.
Nothing lasts, and nothing can sustain against decay and death.
Revisiting concepts inherent in the ‘Vanitas’ genre and exploring the
tenuous membrane separating past and present, her work becomes
a reminder of our existential position.
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Harriet Geater-Johnson
ROAD TOLL
Exhibition dates:
5 November – 3 December
Of the millions of Australian marsupials killed on
Australian roads each year, the kangaroo is by far
the most vulnerable. Road Toll, documents a long
car journey taken between Far North Queensland
and South Australia during which the artist
gathered photographic records and GPS locations
of all the deceased kangaroos she encountered.
Confronted by the carnage, Geater-Johnson has
made ceramic forms, harnessing the material
fragility of clay to recreate the distorted and
painted bodies she experienced. The kangaroo,
like so many species, becomes a vessel symbolic
of human impact.

McLaren Vale, 2021, ceramic earthenware, glaze and lustre,
60 x 40 x 25cm. Image Evan Bailey.
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ARTS CENTRE
The Arts Centre is a flexible arts space
which comprises two galleries, an art shop,
performance space, rehearsal studios and
a visual art studio. It is home to a number
of local arts and theatrical groups and is
very much a part of the local community.
To support local artists and the community,
the centre delivers an annual program of
exhibitions, events and performances. Events
and activities reflect local history, character
and culture, positively contributing to the
identity and vibrancy of our community.
Located within the beautiful seaside suburb of
Port Noarlunga, a visit to the Arts Centre can be
combined with a short walk to the beach and a
visit to the many cafés and shops in the township.

The Arts Centre is located in the old Institute
Building on Gawler Street. The institute opened
in 1924, and has since played an important role
in the creative and cultural life of the region;
for many years as a performance space and
previously as one of the only movie theatres in
the Fleurieu Peninsula. This role is continued
today through the centre, as a hub for the arts
in the south.
The centre blends support for local artists
with a mix of performers and performances
from outside the region. This provides the
community with access to shows they may not
otherwise have an opportunity to experience.
The gallery and performance spaces are available
for hire, for the presentation of performances,
events and functions. Technical and event
management support is available.

22 Gawler Street, Port Noarlunga | 8326 5577 | onkaparingacity.com/artscentre
Mon to Fri 10am–4pm | Sat 1pm–4pm | Public holidays closed

ARTS CENTRE | EXHIBITIONS

Baden Lloyd
NATURE’S RECLAIMED RUSTY GOLDEN MARINE ANIMALS
Onkaparinga Gallery: 4 February – 7 March
Baden Lloyd loves working with recycled metals, and for this exhibition, will use
reclaimed corrugated iron and parts of scrap metal to create semi 3D images of
Australian marine animals, mixed with motivational words and beautiful sceneries.
The works will capture emotions from all ages and be a talking point of the great
Australian outback dunny and chook shed in a way that no-one has ever seen
them transformed before.
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Jessica Potoczky
THE LOCALS
Red Rover Gallery: 4 February – 7 March
Using a balance of fluid mark making and decisive illustrated images,
Jessica Potoczky aims to capture the unique and somewhat private
characters of the Fleurieu’s common and rare birdlife.
Jessica aspires to create vibrant, light-hearted work that she hopes
audiences can find personalities amongst her chosen subjects that
they connect with, inspiring people to bond with and look out for
these backyard neighbours.

ARTS CENTRE | EXHIBITIONS

Raewyn Spinks
CLAY TALK
Onkaparinga Gallery:
11 March – 11 April
The idea for the works in this exhibition are
of two humans coming together as one yet
remaining individuals. Building a life together
but maintaining their own unique identity; showing
the ebb and flow of life together. The artist
wanted to create a sculpture that entwined both
rough and smooth textures, which would embody
life’s ups and downs. After creating the maquette,
the artist felt like she was imposing her ideas on
the clay and needed to trust that what unfolded
was a more organic process.
As the artist says, “now we experiment together
(the clay and I) seeing how far the clay will go
whilst still maintaining balance and structural
integrity. The shapes of the pieces dictate the
colour and pattern. The clay talks to me, and I’ve
realised my best work is created when I get out of
the way. It’s pure process, involving me and the
clay”.
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Elena Pochesneva
MULTI-COLOURED WINDOWS
Red Rover Gallery:
11 March – 11 April
Elena Pochesneva has collected photos of windows
for several years in different countries. The concept
of the exhibition is an attempt to show that usual
windows could be very different, and each one is
a story.
Windows are always emotional and colourful;
warm or cold, alive or abandoned, they can cause
sadness or make you smile. A window is a sight.
A sight can be from outside - the sight to the story
of someone. Or the sight can be from inside - sight
to the big world around from a small world inside.
Windows always catch attention. You are
involuntarily starting to think about the people
who are living outside these windows now - what
they can see, what they are thinking, what they are
worried about. Or you may start to think about
people who lived there many years ago, how they
looked through that window, but saw something
completely different from now.
People who come to the exhibition will be fascinated
by looking at photos and imagining the story.

ARTS CENTRE | EXHIBITIONS

Danny Jarrett
CARTRIDGE
Onkaparinga Gallery:
15 April – 16 May
What was your first video game experience?
Do you remember the shape of the old video game
cartridge?
Cartridge explores memory with the intersection
of abstract painting and video games, aiming to
highlight the form of the video game cartridge
and allow the viewer to reconsider the object for its
beauty and its memory-based abilities.
The cartridge stores memory, in the form of data.
It also creates memories in the minds of the player.
It also reactivates those memories as a form of
nostalgia - a time in the world before CDs, before
the internet and before streaming.
As the artists says, “the cartridge is a physical key
to unlock memories of a magical virtual world”.
This reconsideration of the cartridge is explored in a
series of large custom-shaped canvases, which use
bold, modernist colours, shapes and tropes.
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Coastal Ambassadors
Red Rover Gallery: 15 April – 16 May
The Coastal Ambassador program run by Green
Adelaide brings together ocean lovers to learn
about the eco-systems of our coastlines and
waters, and how to protect them.
The 2021 group was made up of many creative
and like-minded individuals who have decided to
come together to express their love for, and desire
to protect our precious coastlines through art and
activism.

This exhibition will be multi-disciplinary with works
ranging from ancient Shibori Japanese textiles,
photography, sculpture, jewellery and painting.
It will be an opportunity for the public to engage
with issues surrounding our coastlines, and some
of the proceeds will go to a coastal protection
organisation.
Exhibiting artists will be Karen Lever, Maddie
Johnston, Claire Lock, Mike Bossley, Kate Fitton,
Jessica Bennett, Kirsty Darlaston, Lizzy Farrier,
Ben Ohene, Juju Haifawi and Danielle Carr.

ARTS CENTRE | EXHIBITIONS
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The Art of Reconciliation
TELLING OUR STORIES | STORIES
BEHIND THE FACES | ABORIGINAL
LIVES MATTER
Onkaparinga Gallery:
20 May – 20 June
The Art of Reconciliation is an exhibition of
portraiture, photography and digital storytelling.
The project saw eight Aboriginal people paired with
eight non-Aboriginal artists, each pairing resulting
in a unique representation of individual stories,
exploring the themes of Aboriginal identity and
reconciliation in Australia in 2021.
Participants and artists:
Aboriginal people - Margaret Brodie, Alex
Houthuysen, Nancy Bates, Rodney Welch, Rikki
Wilson, Shane Cook, Iteka Sanderson-Bromley,
Ashlin Miller.
Non-Aboriginal artists - Rebecca Burford, Stefanie
Goodwin, Cheryll Johns, Ben Searcy, Mandi GlynnJones, Naomi Campbell, Fruzsi Kenez, Alex Marie
Beckinsale
The project is a collaboration between The City of
Port Adelaide Enfield and the City of Charles Sturt
that took place in the first half of 2021. A touring
exhibition, on loan from the City of Port Adelaide
Enfield.
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The Escape Artists
BLOOM
Red Rover Gallery: 20 May – 20 June
The Escape Artists is a community group welcoming new participants
of all abilities, who meet, paint and work together at the Arts Centre
each Friday during school terms.
This exhibition will explore the creativity of the artists through a range
of media, while celebrating their diversity and achievements.

ARTS CENTRE | EXHIBITIONS

Beanies to Berets
EXHIBITION
24 June – 8 August
Celebrate creative, wearable head-wear, from
the traditional to the sculptural, from the playful
to the wild, and from the wonderful to the bizarre.
Enter your creative handiwork or visit and enjoy the
experience.
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Textile Market
Saturday 25 June, 10am – 4pm
The textile market is presented for one day only,
in association with the Beanies to Berets exhibition.
Local artists and spinning and weaving groups
present exquisite works in the mediums of knitting,
crochet, weaving, spinning, felting, fabric painting
and embroidery. Purchase materials on the day to
make your own creations or buy a finished piece
from the artists, to take home.
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Julie Schofield
COASTAL ELEMENTS
Red Rover Gallery: 24 June – 25 July
Where the land meets the sea.
Breathe the salt infused air, feel the ocean elements. Wild grasses and plants holding
strong and thriving in the dunes. Weathered trees forged by the wind. Nature’s infinite
tones in the cliffs, rocks, pebbles, shells and sand.
Float in the aqua ocean, bask in the sun - be here, be calm.
The artist acknowledges the Kaurna Nation and its people as the traditional owners and
custodians of the land from which she draws her inspiration and pays respect to Elders
past and present.

ARTS CENTRE | EXHIBITIONS

Kirstie McGregor
AMBIENCE
Onkaparinga Gallery: 12 August – 12 September
There is so much beauty to be seen in nature, simple moments we often take for granted
are some of nature’s most spectacular shows.
When you allow yourself to stop and really absorb the moments you can see why it is so
important to protect and preserve our home.
Through the use of watercolour, collage, gelli printing and drawing, the artist plans to
create and present a series of works that represents her favourite parts of nature based
on observation and memories of places she has been.
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Frieda Corpe Kindergarten
SELF PORTRAITS
Red Rover Gallery: 2 September – 19 September
This exhibition features self-portraits by four and five-year-old children
that explore their identity and understanding of the world, while
celebrating creativity and a sense of community.

ARTS CENTRE | EXHIBITIONS

Art of the Willunga District’s Built Heritage
NATIONAL TRUST OF SOUTH AUSTRALIA (WILLUNGA BRANCH)
Onkaparinga Gallery: 16 September – 24 October
The Art of the Willunga District’s Built Heritage exhibition presents original artworks,
including oil paintings, watercolour paintings and drawings, of the built environment,
inclusive of heritage buildings, historic sites and events in the Willunga District,
including Willunga, Aldinga, Port Willunga, McLaren Vale and other locations, by past
and present artists. Artists will include Anton Riebe, Valerie Wright, Frank Barrett, Jane
Price, Chris Olsen, Peg Berry, Lesley Redgate, G.F. Gregory junior.
The exhibition aims to inspire, interest and educate visitors about the long, and
continuing, tradition of artistic representations of heritage buildings, historic sites and
events in the Willunga District.
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Robyn Holtham & Andy Merrigan
IN THE FLOW
Red Rover Gallery: 23 September – 24 October
Robyn Holtham and Andy Merrigan work in acrylics on paper and canvas and are
inspired by environmental themes as well as the Onkaparinga Region, where they both
reside. Often the works begin as a multitude of layers with no forward plan in mind,
resolving as the artists are led by their intuition in a process of meditative flow.
Together the artists joined an on-line Arts Community run by Sydney artist Gabbi
Lancaster in December 2020. This community – ‘The Art of Flow Creative Community,’
was initiated as a vehicle for artists to explore, develop and share their work during the
first COVID-19 lockdowns. It has provided a catalyst for this body of work.

ARTS CENTRE | EXHIBITIONS
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The Spectacular SA
Sea Slug Show
Onkaparinga Gallery and
Red Rover Gallery:
28 October – 5 December
Nudibranchs and other sea slugs are a diverse
group of small, bizarre marine animals. Globally,
they appeal to marine photographers and other
artists due to the amazing variety of colour, form,
pattern, size and lifestyle. Our waters support an
incredible array of beautiful sea slugs from southern
Australia, the Indo-Pacific and other regions, plus
endemic slugs that have not been found anywhere
else except South Australia.
This show combines some of the best examples
of sea slug art in South Australia, by a group of
dedicated marine photographers and nature artists.
Many of the participants are also involved in marine
citizen science in Gulf St Vincent and other parts of
South Australia.
Curated by Janine Baker, with participating
artists Paul Macdonald, Elizabeth Solich, Emma
Monceaux, Dan Monceaux, Tina Moore, Anne
Davies, Stephen Johnson, Anita Futterer, Shaun
Ruxton, Marianne Chi, Heidi Newton, Janine
Baker and Mark Sutcliffe.
Part of the exhibition space will include photos
taken by City of Onkaparinga residents during a
citizen science rock pool search and photography
event in 2022. The exhibition space will also
include a children’s activity table for sea slug art,
craft and science education.
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Surf 2022
Onkaparinga Gallery and Red Rover Gallery:
9 December – 30 January 2023
Surf 2022 is the City of Onkaparinga’s
annual art exhibition which celebrates our
region’s surfing culture, lifestyle, history and
stunning coastal environment.

Surf 2022 is open to all Australian
artists celebrating the ocean, the coastal
environment and the culture of all things
related to surfing.

Marking the beginning of summer, the
exhibition has carved a place in the hearts
and souls of the southern arts calendar and
has become one of the pivotal features of
the Arts Centre’s annual program.

Scenes of the local coastal environment,
or people enjoying the sun, sand and
surf of the region’s beautiful coastline are
staples in the exhibition. Often, the use
of unexpected mediums also captures the
essence of a surfing lifestyle.
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Anzac Centenary mural
Ryan Williams, 2015, Port Noarlunga RSL,
corner Esplanade and Castleton Avenue

2

The Goggles
Anna Small and Warren Pickering, 2017

3

Core Values Totem Poles
(three clusters), Terry Beaston, 2014
Saltfleet Street, towards Esplanade

4

Sea Monster
Violet Cooper, 2018, Ward Street, rear of
Arts Centre and Becks Bakehouse

5

Drift Seeds (two murals), bike racks,
Aurelia Carbone, 2016, Ward Street,
rear of Arts Centre and Becks Bakehouse
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6

Wave Wall
Nicholas S Watson, 2001, corner Gawler
and Gray Streets
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7

The Bend
Will Cheesman, Mark Timberlake, and Laura
Wills, 2019, on the verge of Sauerbier House

8

Mural (amenities block),
Paul Alexander, 2011, Wearing Street carpark

9

Port Jackson Shark Mural (amenities block)
Jenny Berry, 2021, Esplanade South

10

Geronimo, giraffe statue, 2015, Jubilee Park
Adventure Playground, Saltfleet Street
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Fish Movement
Aspect Studios, 2016, Weatherald Terrace/
Commercial Road roundabout

12

Big Puffy Love
Christian Lock, 2004, Weatherald Terrace
(opposite Port Noarlunga South footbridge)

T

Marlborough St

ALL WALKS OF ART TRAILS ARE
AVAILABLE ON OUR ONLINE MAP
Scan the QR code or go to
www.onkaparingacity.com/publicart

ARTS CENTRE | MATINEE PERFORMANCES

Matinee performances are
presented in association with Out
of the Square Inc, a network of
Adelaide suburban arts centres
that plan, package, program and
present the best possible arts
and entertainment to audiences
outside Adelaide’s CBD. Matinee
performances are programmed
from February to December each
year and are generally presented
on the second Wednesday of
each month. Performances
programmed for July – December
2022 will be available in June
2022.
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Days of Disco
WEDNESDAY 9 FEBRUARY, 11AM
Tickets: $20.00
Become immersed in the glory days of the
disco years and be transported to a time when
the incredibly high voices of the Gibb Brothers
rang true through radios all over the world. Or
when the sounds of Nile Rodgers played loud in
every Discotech, in every country, for every boy
and girl to dance the night away in their 9”
platform heels.  
Jordan Lennon, along with the all live Days of
Disco band will be sure to please in this non-stop
disco extravaganza, with songs by The Bee Gees,
Frankie Valli and The Four Seasons, KC and the
Sunshine Band, Donna Summer, Earth, Wind &
Fire, Diana Ross, The Village People and many
more.

ARTS CENTRE | MATINEE PERFORMANCES
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The Desirables
WEDNESDAY 13 APRIL, 11AM
Tickets: $20.00
Meet and mingle with the stars of Show Biz like Neil
Diamond, Shirley Bassey,

HELLO – Erin Jae’s
Tribute to Adele

John Farnham, Tina Turner, Elvis, Roy Orbison,
Dusty Springfield, The Beatles, Dolly Parton, Dean
Martin and Tom Jones.  

WEDNESDAY 9 MARCH, 11AM

This spectacular and dynamic show is presented
by the award-winning Pulse Band, with the lineup featuring three main vocalists Dani Jerkic, Tony
Genovese and Nigel Jackson.

Tickets: $20.00
Re-visit the life of Adele told in her words from
humble beginnings as a student studying alongside
such greats as Amy Winehouse, to the recordings of
her debut album 19 through to the smash hits ‘21’
and ‘25’.
Adele is one of the biggest names in the world of
music through songs like ‘Someone Like You’ to
‘When We Were Young’, ‘Hello’ and ‘Rolling in The
Deep’ to name a few.
Featuring Erin Sowersby as Adele and musical
direction by Ray Lindon with their fabulous band.

Paying tribute to the legends of the music industry
with lots of fun trivia and audience interaction.
Stunning costume changes are included with lots
of opportunities for everyone to sing-a-long and
ride the wave of music nostalgia.
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Live on Air – Songs of
Stage and Screen
Greg Hart, Gentle on
My Mind – The Songs
of Glen Campbell and
Jimmy Webb
WEDNESDAY 11 MAY, 11AM
Tickets: $20.00
Greg Hart sings the Songs of Jimmy Webb made
famous by Glen Campbell.
This show features the versatility of Greg Harts
power full yet sensitive vocal skills, with songs
such as, By the Time I get to Phoenix, Galveston,
Rhinestone Cowboy, Gentle on My Mind, Wichita
Lineman and more.
Don’t miss this new show by one of Adelaide’s
leading performers.

WEDNESDAY 15 JUNE, 11AM
Tickets: $20.00
Live On Air - Songs of Stage and Screen, is a
simulated live radio show hosted and narrated by
the golden voice of radio and industry veteran, Mr
David Sabine. David narrates the stories of each
song just as you would hear him live on air, in front
of the live audience.   
After narrating the story, he introduces each song
and the performers Antonio and Kate Villano sing
the songs live. Featuring all the popular musical
theatre hits including songs from Les Miserables,
Evita, Cats, Jesus Christ Super Star, Phantom of the
Opera and many more! A wonderfully nostalgic
show.  

ART
SHOP

The Art Shop, in the foyer of the
Arts Centre, showcases works by many
talented local artists.
The works for sale include jewellery,
prints, paintings, glassware, ceramics,
textiles and more.
COME AND FIND
SOMETHING UNIQUE.
22 Gawler Street, Port Noarlunga
8326 5577 | onkaparingacity.com/artscentre
Mon to Fri 10am–4pm | Sat 1pm–4pm
Closed public holidays

ARTS CENTRE | EVENING PERFORMANCES
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Imijri – Songs of Earth and Heart
SATURDAY 9 APRIL, 8PM
Tickets: $25, $20 concession
Imijri is a project of Australian multi-instrumental
husband and wife duo, Michelle and James Byrne.
With world-folk and dreamy jazz-blues roots, their
uplifting songs are characterised by a diverse
array of musical instruments and gorgeous vocal
harmonies, touching the heart and soul.
Capturing imagery from their travels, depicting
the vastness of the Nullarbor, the tribal rhythms of
birdsong, and highlighting the connection between
earth and heart within us all, Imijri are superb
storytellers through sound, rhythm and song.
Mandolin and guitar blend together, along with
the serene sounding Cosmic Tone tuned drums
(Handmade by James) and Woodskin Cajon drum
(made in Queensland).

Formed in 2008, Imijri have a wealth of musical
experience to draw from. As a solo artist, James
has performed and busked his way around
the country. With his unique ability to capture
your attention, he promotes awareness towards
humanity’s place within the circle of life. Michelle’s
musical background includes formal study in music,
in particular voice and drums, sound therapy
and 20 years of experience collaborating with
local, interstate and international artists. She has
performed in Australia, the UK and USA.
Join Imijri on this beautiful journey of Songs of
Earth and Heart.

ARTS CENTRE | EVENING PERFORMANCES

Two Brothers do Finn Brothers
SATURDAY 14 MAY, 8PM
Tickets: $35, $30

concession

Adelaide born and bred brothers Harry and Ned Baulderstone take
on the music and lyrical genius of the Finn Brothers – Neil and Tim
Finn. Playing the music of Split Enz, Crowded House and The Finn
Brothers, along with a catalogue of songs spanning over three
decades.
The pair is backed by a talented 5-piece band performing a repertoire
of crowd pleasers including Four Seasons In One Day, Better Be
Home Soon, Message To My Girl plus many more!
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KELLY’S WAYKE – Celebrating Life
SATURDAY 21 MAY, 8PM
Tickets: $35, $30 concession
Kelly’s Wayke will take you into the heart of an
Irish wake, where life is celebrated with beautiful
old Irish songs and everyone sings along and
celebrates life! The speeches, funny stories and
beautiful music. The show formed at an actual
wake for a good friend of the band, Mick Murphy,
with Mick’s brother being part of the band.
The Kelly’s and the Murphy’s have always had wakes
to celebrate a life lived. At Mick’s wake, after about
six hours of drinking, singing, dancing and playing
the old Irish tunes our parents had taught us when we
were young folk, the publican came into the room.
We thought he was going to kick us out for being
too rowdy, but the publican said “no”! He said, we
turned off the jukebox hours ago in the front bar and
we’ve been listening to you guys all night.

So a quick phone call to Paddy and Brian the next
day and Kelly’s Wayke was born!
Kelly’s Wayke have had two successful sold out
seasons at the Adelaide fringe in 2018 and 2019,
to standing ovations and rave reviews, releasing
their first self-titled album in 2021.
Kelly’s Wayke is an 8-piece band with traditional
instruments with seven vocalists! The band is
Damien Kelly (Vocals/Bodhran), Bruno Tarraran
(Mandolin/Vocals), Victoria Traeger (Piano
Accordion/Guitar/Tin Whistle/Vocals), Paddy Kelly
(Bass Guitar/Vocals), Carl Pink (Guitar/Vocals),
Mae Napier Traeger (Fiddle/Vocals), Brian Murphy
(Guitar/Vocals) and Barry Evans (Drums).

ARTS CENTRE | EVENING PERFORMANCES

San Ureshi
The Sound from The Orient (East Asia)
SATURDAY 18 JUNE, 8PM
Tickets: $30, $25 concession
San Ureshi will present a concert of oriental traditional music arranged in modern
music styles and original tunes that implement various world music styles. Their music is
influenced by East Asian backgrounds, blended with experiences of living in Australia.
The audience will enjoy the harmony of the Chinese traditional instruments such as
Guzheng (Chinese harp) and Erhu (Chinese violin) with traditional-contemporary mixed
percussions, with the rhythm of rock n roll, jazz, and middle east.
Each instrument will be introduced to the audience so they will become familiar with
these oriental instruments.
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Noche Flamenca
FRIDAY 15 & SATURDAY 16 JULY, 8PM
Tickets: $30, $25 concession
A night of soulful flamenco dance, song and music.
At its heart flamenco is rhythm, melody and raw
emotion.
Noche Flamenca - an evening of traditional
flamenco guitar, song, percussion and dance
that will have your heart beating to the ‘compas’
(rhythm) of this intensely passionate artform.
Renowned local Adelaide artists Aloysius Leeson
(guitar) and Kristy Manuel (dance) will be joined
by an intimate ensemble of guest artists El Titi de
Algeciras (song), Laura Uhe (dance) and Giovanina
Demaria (percussion).

ARTS CENTRE | EVENING PERFORMANCES

Sufi Music Highway
SATURDAY 27 AUGUST, 8PM
Tickets: $35, $30 concession
Adelaide’s foremost contemporary Sufi music group performs its unique Australian
presentation of the mystic and ancient poetry and song of the Sufi’s from the Middle
East and South Asia. Featuring singer Farhan Shah - ‘The Pakistani Pavarotti’ and his
exciting band of musicians blending traditional and high-powered fusion music that
melts the soul. Receiving rave reviews in the last two Fringe Festivals, Farhan Shah and
Party specialise in sharing the Sufi tradition in this exciting way.
2020 SA Music Awards winner UNESCO City of Music – Farhan Shah brings Sufi mystic
poetry and music into a high powered performance.
Farhan Shah vocals, Nadya Rahimi poetry, Alain Valodz guitar, Ravi Madhawan
Harmonium and vocals, Keith Preston santoor and guitar, Satomi Ohnishi percussion,
plus guest dancers.
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A Tribute to the Tenors
SATURDAY 17 SEPTEMBER, 8PM
Tickets: $35, $30 concession
Italian born Tenor Antonio Villano delivers each performance with the
mastery of the great singers. Antonio is joined during the show by New
Zealand born Soulstress, Kate Villano to perform some of the world’s
famous duets combining classical with modern day sounds.
This performance transports audiences to exotic places and back without
the cost of the plane fare.
This is an intimate, authentic musical experience incorporating the most
popular arias and well-known musical theatre pieces paying tribute to
the greatest voices and musical productions of the past and present like
Enrico Caruso, Mario Lanza, Luciano Pavarotti, Andrea Bocelli and more
including songs like Nessun Dorma, Con Te’ Partiro’, Senza Catene
(Unchained Melody), The Prayer, Ave Maria, Music of the Night, You
raise me up, Caruso, Granada, Santa Lucia, Bring Him Home, and
many more…

ARTS CENTRE | EVENING PERFORMANCES

The MAC – The Fleetwood Mac Experience
SATURDAY 15 OCTOBER, 8PM
Tickets: $35, $30 concession
Adelaide’s latest Fleetwood Mac tribute band, hailing from South Australia’s wine region
of McLaren Vale, are playing ONE NIGHT ONLY at the Port Noarlunga Arts Centre on
Saturday, October 15th, 2022.
The MAC brings to you a 1970’s California sound experience, sharing the songs, stories
and rumours behind Fleetwood Mac.
Performing the bands and Stevie Nicks biggest hits from ‘Dreams’ to ‘Edge of
Seventeen’, this is a night not to be missed!
Featuring Juliet Oliver on lead vocals, Liz Gyorgyevics on keyboards, lead and backing
vocals, Nick Knappstein on acoustic guitar, lead and backing vocals, Brian Lamb on
lead guitar and backing vocals, Jess Blaby on bass and Gary Barker on drums.
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Grandmother’s Songs
SATURDAY 19 NOVEMBER, 8PM
Tickets: $35, $30 concession
Gifted singer-songwriter Vonda Last performs a collection of new and
unrecorded original songs inspired by powerful stories and intimate
memories of Aboriginal Grandmothers.
A proud Ngaanyatjarra woman, Vonda’s approach to storytelling is
warm and honest. She draws on classical, gospel, country and soul
influences to paint melodic portraits of these women, exploring their
journeys through culture, time and space in a deeply thoughtful way.
Accompanied by renowned Adelaide composer and jazz violinist Julian
Ferraretto and the Pocket String Quartet, this intimate concert brings
together some of Adelaide’s finest musicians for a very special evening.

ARTS CENTRE | WORKSHOPS
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5 FEBRUARY: LINOCUT FOR BEGINNERS

2 APRIL: WET FELTING FOR BEGINNERS

Time: 1– 3.30pm
Artist: Mary Pulford
Cost: $40

Time: 10am – 3.30pm
Artists: Dianne Richardson and Jenny Gunson
Cost: $55

The linocut is an enjoyable printmaking technique,
lending itself to the production of striking images.
Under guidance, participants will learn how to
design a linocut, use the cutting tools safely, and
print in relief. During the workshop each participant
will design, cut and print their own small linocut.
All materials will be provided.

Be inspired and learn the magical art of wet felting
with experienced textile artists. In the morning,
participants will create a small flat piece to learn
how to pull and place the wool fibre. The afternoon
will be dedicated to creating a vessel to use at
home. All materials will be provided. Participants
are asked to bring a towel.

5 MARCH: GLASS FUSING WORKSHOP

28 MAY: INTRODUCTION TO WATERCOLOURS

Time: 1– 3.30pm
Artist: Rita Kellaway
Cost: $80

Time: 1– 3.30pm
Artist: Kirstie McGregor
Cost: $65

Explore the delight of creating your own
personalised glass creations in this handson workshop. Using kiln-forming and mosaic
techniques, you will create four 15cm long swizzle
sticks great for mixing drinks, decoration and
identifying your own glass, and one 10cm x 15cm
fused glass rectangular dish suitable for holding
soap, jewellery, keys etc. Please note the glass will
be fired off site and available for collection at the
Arts Centre at a date to be determined.
All materials will be provided.

Take an artistic journey to explore the wonderful
world of watercolours. Learn the basics along with
different techniques and get to know the medium
in a supported environment. Participants will create
their own watercolour leaf painting. All materials
are provided.
25 JUNE: THE RADICAL MEDIUM OF COLLAGE
Time: 1– 3.30pm
Artist: Simone Kennedy
Cost: $50
Learn to use collage as a medium to express
and bring together ‘unthought’ thoughts, ideas
and moments, using a series of symbolic images
designed to stimulate and facilitate meanings.
Materials are supplied and participants are
encouraged to bring items to personalise their
collage.

Harriet Geater-Johnson. McLaren Vale, 2021, ceramic earthenware, glaze and lustre, 60 x 40 x 25cm. Image Evan Bailey.

